Not content to merely shatter records and competition in the consumer market, the EVGA SR-3 DARK merges two extreme performance lines of EVGA motherboards to bring balance to the force with exceptional performance and engineering. Featuring the Intel® C622 chipset, hexa-channel memory support, 24 phase power design, 16-layer PCB, dual-10GbE LAN ports, a waterblock to passively or actively cool the DARK’s VRM, and so much more, this board is packed with everything and is still compact enough to fit in a full E-ATX form factor. The SR-3 DARK also contains 5.1 Channel Creative Audio, onboard power/reset/CMOS buttons, PCIe disable switches, triple BIOS support, and 8 smart fan headers. Lastly, a motherboard is only as good as its BIOS, and the EVGA SR-3 DARK features EVGA's latest UEFI/Bios GUI focusing on overclocking and functionality with brand-new features such as Per-Core overclocking, OC Robot with Turbo Boost 3.0, and EVGA-only In-BIOS Stress Testing.
FULL UEFI BIOS INTERFACE
Focused on Functionality

NEW ELEET X1 TUNING UTILITY
Adjust your overclocking in OS

16 LAYER PCB
Improved overclock stability and PCB cooling

24 PHASE PWM
Cleanest variable power switching

HIGHER GOLD CONTENT (300%)
Lower contact resistance, better power delivery!

REINFORCED PCIe SLOTS
Reinforced for the heaviest of graphics cards

2x M.2 110mm SLOTS
Next generation SSD form factor

ONBOARD POWER / RESET
CMOS reset buttons at your fingertips

4-WAY SLI READY
Able to handle the most demanding games

ACTIVE/PASSIVE COOLING WATERBLOCK
No fans, lower noise, longer lifespan

PRODUCT WARRANTY
This product is covered under EVGA's 3 year limited warranty which covers parts and labor. Further warranty extension is available upon registration within 30 days of purchase. For more details please visit: www.evga.com/warranty.